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Ž .Let I be an m-primary ideal in a Buchsbaum local ring A, m . In this paper,
we investigate the Buchsbaum property of the associated graded ring of I when the
equality I 2 s q I holds for some minimal reduction q of I. However, the Buchs-
baum property does not always follow even if I 2 s q I. So we give certain
conditions for associated graded rings to be Buchsbaum in this situation. Q 1998
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1. INTRODUCTION
Ž .Let A, m be a Noetherian local ring and I an ideal in A. The
Ž . Ž .associated graded ring G I of I is an A-algebra of the form G I s
n nq1 Ž .[ I rI . G I possesses only one graded maximal ideal M snG 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . n nq1mG I q G I , where G I s [ I rI . Our aim in this paper isq q n) 0
Ž .to give a characterization for the local ring G I to be a Buchsbaum ringM
w Ž . xsee 2.4 for the definition .
Ž .We do not know much about the Buchsbaum property of G I exceptM
Ž .for the case that G I is Cohen]Macaulay. Roughly speaking, we have
only the following three results which are due to S. Goto. The first is in
w x Ž .G1 , where he showed that, if A, m is a Buchsbaum ring having maximal
Ž . Ž . Ž .embedding dimension, i.e., the equality m m s e A q dim A q I AA
Ž . Žw Ž .x. Ž . Ž .y 1 holds, then G m is Buchsbaum G1; 1.1 , where m ) , e ) ,M A
Ž .and I ) , respectively, stand for the number of elements of generating
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system, the multiplicity, and the Buchsbaum invariant. We note that the
condition, maximal embedding dimension, is equivalent to saying that
m 2 s qm for some parameter ideal q of A if the field Arm is infinite.
w x Ž .The second result is in G2 , where he showed that G q is BuchsbaumM
Žw Ž .x.for any parameter ideal q in a Buchsbaum ring A G2; 1.2 . The third
w xis in G3 , where he gave several conditions being equivalent to the
Ž .Buchsbaumness in G I when I is an m-primary ideal having minimalM
multiplicity in a Cohen]Macaulay local ring A.
Ž .Seeing the first and the second results, it can be expected that G I isM
Buchsbaum if I is an m-primary ideal in a Buchsbaum ring A and if
I 2 s q I for some parameter ideal q of A. For instance, this is true once
Ž .A is Cohen]Macaulay. Indeed, G I is Cohen]Macaulay in such a situa-
w Ž .xtion by VV; 3.1 . However, this expectancy does not hold true when A is
Buchsbaum. In fact, Examples 4.4 and 4.6 state the existence of an
2 Žm-primary ideal I with I s q I in a Buchsbaum ring q is a parameter
. Ž .ideal but G I is not Buchsbaum. So, what we have to do is find whatM
Ž .makes G I a Buchsbaum ring in our context.M
Ž .THEOREM 1.1. Let A, m be a d-dimensional Buchsbaum local ring with
infinite field Arm and I an m-primary ideal such that I 2 s q I for some
Ž . U Ž .parameter ideal q s a , a , . . . , a A contained in I. Let a g G I be the1 2 d i
initial form of a . Then the following conditions are equi¤alent:i
Ž . Ž .1 G I is a Buchsbaum ring.M
Ž . U U U q Ž .2 a , a , . . . , a forms a d -sequence on G I .1 2 d
Ž . Ž 2 2 2 . n Ž 2 2 2 . ny23 a , a , . . . , a A l I s a , a , . . . , a I for all 3 F n F1 2 d 1 2 d
d q 1.
i Ž Ž ..When this is the case, the local cohomology module H G I is concen-M
Ž Ž ..trated in degree yi and 1 y i for all i - d, moreo¤er, a G I F 1 y d and
Ž Ž .. Ž .I G I s I A .
Here we explain a little about this theorem. The initial form aU standsi
2 Ž .for the reduction of a in IrI , which is an element in G I of degree 1. Ini
the next section, we shall explain the definition of dq-sequence and other
Ž . Ž .concepts which we later make use of. The implication from 1 to 2
Ž .follows from the definition. The condition of 3 follows from saying the
Ž .property of 2 in terms of ideals in A. But the assumption that A is
Buchsbaum and I 2 s q I is also necessary to prove the equivalence
Ž . Ž .between 2 and 3 in this paper. It might hold in a more general situation.
Ž .The equalities in 3 hold for all n g Z once they hold for all 3 F n F d q
Ž . Ž . Ž .1. The crucial point of the theorem is the implication from 2 or 3 to 1 .
Indeed, the existence of a system of parameters being a dq-sequence
generally guarantees only the finiteness of the local cohomology modules,
which is usually fairly weaker than the Buchsbaumness.
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Ž . Ž .Both conditions 2 and 3 in the theorem is a little bit quite hard to
Ž .check e.g., see Example 4.5 when we want to determine the Buchsbaum-
Ž .ness of G I for a given ideal I. So, we hope a certain sufficientM
Ž .condition for G I to be a Buchsbaum ring which is easier to check, likeM
w Ž .x w Ž .xG1; 1.1 or G2; 1.2 . In the following corollary, we give one such
Ž .sufficient condition. This corollary also states that G m is a BuchsbaumM
2 Žw Ž .x.ring if m s qm , which is a known result by Goto G1; 1.1 . Besides,
Examples 4.2, 4.7, and 4.8 follow from it.
Ž .COROLLARY 1.2. Let A, m be a d-dimensional Buchsbaum local ring
with infinite field Arm and I an m-primary ideal such that I 2 s q I for some
Ž .parameter ideal q s a , a , . . . , a A contained in I. Suppose that I =1 2 d
d Ž . Ž .Ý a , . . . , a , . . . , a A : m. Then G I is a Buchsbaum ring andÏis1 1 i d M
i Ž Ž ..H G I is concentrated in degree 1 y i.M
To get Example 4.5 we have to apply Theorem 1.1, because the ideal
d Žhandled in Example 4.5 does not contain the ideal Ý a , . . . ,is1 1
.a , . . . , a A : m in general. Thus, Example 4.5 also implies that theÏi d
sufficient condition in Corollary 1.2 is not a necessary one.
We state a brief orientation for this paper. In Section 2, we prepare
Žseveral concepts concerning with Buchsbaum rings or Buchsbaum mod-
.ules and associated graded rings, of which we make use in this paper. The
proof of Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2 will be done in Section 3. In the
last section, Section 4, we practically determine the Buchsbaumness in
Ž .G I for several ideals in order to illustrate our theorem and corollary.M
Ž .Throughout this paper, let A, m be a Noetherian local ring of dimen-
Ž . Ž .sion d. For a finitely generated A-module E we denote by m E , l E ,A A
Ž . i Ž .e E , and H E , respectively, the number of elements in a minimala m
generating system of E, the length of E, the multiplicity of E with respect
Ž .to an ideal a when l Era E is finite, and the ith local cohomologyA
module of E with respect to m.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this section, let E be a finitely generated A-module. A
Žsequence a , a , . . . , a of elements in A is called a d-sequence on E cf.1 2 s
w x. Ž . Ž .H if the equality a , a , . . . , a E : a a s a , a , . . . , a E : a holds1 2 iy1 i j 1 2 iy1 j
q Žfor all 1 F i F j F s, and moreover, it is called a d -sequence or an
. n1 n2 n sunconditioned strong d-sequence on E if a , a , . . . , a is a d-sequence1 2 s
in any order and for all integers n , n , . . . , n ) 0. For a parameter ideal1 2 s
Ž . Ž .q s a , a , . . . , a A of E, where dim E s s, we put I q; E s1 2 s A
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž 2 2 2 .l Erq E y e E . q is called standard if I q; E s I a , a , . . . , a ; E .q 1 2 sA
ŽWhen E has finitely generated local cohomology modules we call it FLC
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. i Ž .for short , i.e., H E is a finitely generated A-module for i - dim E, wem
sy1 s y 1 iŽ . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .put I E s Ý ? l H E . We denote q s a , a , . . . , a A foris0 m i 1 2 iAi
Ž .q s a , a , . . . , a A. We frequently make use of the following theorem.1 2 s
Žw x w x. Ž .THEOREM 2.1 GY and T . Let q s a , a , . . . , a A be a parameter1 2 s
Ž .ideal of E dim E s s . Then, the following conditions are equi¤alent:A
Ž . q1 a , a , . . . , a is a d -sequence on E.1 2 s
Ž .2 q is a standard parameter ideal of E.
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 E has FLC and I q; E s I E .
Ž . i Ž . Ž .4 E has FLC and a H Erq E s 0 for all integers i, j withjq1 m j
i q j - s
Ž . Ž . Ž . w Ž .xProof. 1 m 3 m 4 . See GY; 6.18 .
Ž . Ž . w Ž .x2 m 3 . See T; 2.1 .
Let S s [ S denote a Noetherian graded ring with a local ringnnG 0
S and N the unique maximal graded ideal of S. E denotes a fi-0
nitely generated graded S-module. A sequence f , f , . . . , f of homo-1 2 s
geneous elements in S is said to be a d-sequence if it holds that
Ž . Ž .f , f , . . . , f E : f f s f , f , . . . , f E : f for all 1 F i F j F s.1 2 iy1 i j 1 2 iy1 j
f , f , . . . , f is a d-sequence on E as an S-module if and only if that is a1 2 s
d-sequence on E as an S -module in the sense stated before. Similarly,N N
we have the definitions for a sequence of homogeneous elements in S to
be a dq-sequence on E and for a homogeneous parameter ideal to be
i Ž .standard for E , respectively. Further, if E has FLC, i.e., H E is finitelyN
Ž .generated for i - dim E , then I E is defined as well as the above.S
Passing to the local ring S , we can readily show that the equivalence inN
Ž .2.1 holds for a homogeneous system f , f , . . . , f g S of parameters1 2 s
of E.
Ž .Let q s a , a , . . . , a A be a standard parameter ideal of E. Take the1 2 s
following exact sequences
0 “ q E: a rq E “ Erq E “ q Erq E “ 0 andj jq1 j j jq1 j
0 “ q Erq E “ Erq E “ Erq E “ 0.jq1 j j jq1
Ž w Ž .x.As E has FLC, q E : a rq E is of finite length e.g., T; 1.1 . Applyingj jq1 j
local cohomology functors to the sequences above, we get a commutative
diagram
ajq1i i6Ž . Ž .H Erq E H Erq Em j m j
6
i i i6 6Ž . Ž . Ž .H q Erq E H Erq E H Erq Em jq1 j m j m jq1 2.2Ž .
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for each i g Z with the exact bottom row and surjective vertical maps. The
i Ž . Ž .top arrow means the multiplication of a . Since a H Erq E s 0jq1 jq1 m j
Ž .if i q j - s by 2.1 , this diagram yields the following short exact sequence:
0 “ H i Erq E “ H i Erq E “ H iq1 Erq E “ 0 2.3Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .m j m jq1 m j
Ž w Ž .x. i Ž .for i q j F s y 2 cf. GY; 3.11 . Here we identify H q Erq E withm jq1 j
i Ž .H Erq E when i ) 0. For a homogeneous parameter ideal Q sm j
Ž . Ž .f , f , . . . , f S of E with deg f s 1 ; i , the same argument works. But1 2 s i
we have to think of a shift of degree in the above commutative diagram.
Consequently, we get
0 “ H i ErQ E “ H i ErQ E “ H iq1 ErQ E y1 “ 0 2.4Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .N j N jq1 N j
Ž . i Žfor i q j F s y 2, where Q s f , f , . . . , f S. Here identify H Q Erj 1 2 j N jq1
. i Ž .Ž .Q E with H ErQ E y1 when i ) 0.j N j
Let us recall the definition of Buchsbaum modules.
Ž w x.DEFINITION 2.5 J. Stukrad and W. Vogel SV; Chap. I . We call theÈ
A-module E a Buchsbaum A-module if one of the following equivalent
conditions is satisfied.
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 The difference l Erq E y e E is independent of the choiceqA
of a parameter ideal q of E.
Ž .2 Any system a , a , . . . , a of parameters of E forms a weak-1 2 s
sequence on E, i.e., the equality
a , a , . . . , a E : a s a , a , . . . , a E : mŽ . Ž .1 2 iy1 i 1 2 iy1
holds for all 1 F i F s.
Ž .3 Any system a , a , . . . , a of parameters of E forms a d-sequence1 2 s
on E.
We say that A is a Buchsbaum ring if A is a Buchsbaum module over
itself.
From the definition it follows that E is a Buchsbaum module if and only
if any system of parameters of E forms a dq-sequence on E. When E is
w Ž .x Ž . Ž .Buchsbaum, by SV; Chap. I, 2.6 the difference l Erq E y e E isqA
Ž .coincident with I E and call it the Buchsbaum invariant of E. For a
Ž . Ž .parameter ideal q s a , . . . , a A of E, we put U q E s q E : a , it1 s iy1 iy1 i
Ž .is sometimes denoted by U a , . . . , a when E s A. We note that1 iy1
Ž .U q E s q E : a for any i F j F s if E is a Buchsbaum moduleiy1 iy1 j
Ž . Ž .because it holds that U q E s q E : m by Definition 2.5 2 .iy1 iy1
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Next we give some notations concerning with associated graded rings.
Let I be an ideal of A and suppose that the field Arm is infinite. An
ideal J : I is called a reduction of I, if I nq1 s JI n for some integer
n ) 0. If J is a minimal ideal among all of the reductions of I, then J is
called a minimal reduction of I. When I is an m-primary ideal of
d-dimensional local ring A, any minimal reduction of I is minimally
Žw x.generated by d-elements NR . When J is a minimal reduction of I, we
Ž .  < nq1 n4put r I s min n g Z I s JI and call it the reduction number of IJ
with respect to J. For a finitely generated graded S-module E with
Ž .  w s Ž .x Ž .4dim E s s, we put a E s min n g Z N H E / 0 and call it theS N n
Žw Ž .x.a-invariant of E GW; 3.1.4 . If f g S is a regular element on E with
Ž . Ž . Žw Ž .x.deg f s 1, then it holds that a Erf ? E s a E q 1 GW; 3.1.6 .
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
Ž .In this section, let A, m be a Buchsbaum local ring having the infinite
residue class field Arm with dim A s d, and I an m-primary ideal of A.
We fix a system a , a , . . . , a of generators of a minimal reduction q of I.1 2 d
Note that a , a , . . . , a forms a dq-sequence on A since q is a parameter1 2 d
ideal of A. We assume that I 2 s q I throughout this section. The Rees
Ž . w xalgebra R I of I is a subring of a polynomial ring A t of the form
Ž . w x Ž . Ž .R I s A It . We put f s a t 1 F i F d which are elements in R I . Wei i
Ž . Ž . Ž .can identify G I with the factor ring R I rI R I and then f , f , . . . , f1 2 d
forms a homogeneous system of parameters for the associated graded ring
Ž . Ž . Ž .G I as a graded R I -module. Note that the action of each f on G Ii
U Ž . Ž .coincides with that of the initial form a . We put R s R I , G s G I ,i
Ž .and denote the graded maximal ideal of R by M. Let Q s f , f , . . . , f G,1 2 d
Ž . Ž .further, q s a , a , . . . , a A and Q s f , f , . . . , f G for each 1 Fj 1 2 j j 1 2 j
j F d.
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose d s 1. Then
Ž .1 G is a Buchsbaum ring.M
Ž . 0 Ž .2 H G is concentrated in degree 0 and 1.M
Ž . Ž .3 a G F 0.
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .4 I G I s I A .
Ž . 25 I s bI for any other minimal reduction bA of I.
Proof.
0Ž . Ž . Ž .1 and 2 Let U s H A and A s ArU. A is a Cohen]Macaulaym
ring of dimension one. Let U* be the kernel of the canonical map
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0Ž . Ž . Ž .G “ G I , where I s IA. Then we have H G s U* because G I is aM
w Ž .xCohen]Macaulay ring of dimension one by VV; 3.1 . We can readily see
the nth homogeneous component of U* as follows:
U q IrI n s 0,¡
2 2n nq1 nq1 ~ U l I q I rI n s 1,w xU* ( I l U q I rI s Ž .Ž .n ¢ 0 n G 2.Ž .
w 2 Ž . x Ž .Note here that I : q and q l U s 0 . Thus 2 follows. Since mU s
Ž . Ž . Ž w Ž .x.0 , M ? U* s 0 . Hence G is a Buchsbaum ring cf. SV; Ch. I 2.12 .M
Ž . Ž .3 Let A s E s G, m s M, i s 1 and j s 0 in the diagram 2.2 .
w Ž . xWe have to think of the graded version of 2.2 . That is
f11 16Ž .Ž . Ž .H G y1 H GM M
6
0 1 16 6Ž . Ž . Ž .H Grf G H f G H G .M 1 M 1 M
0 Ž .Note that the left vertical map is an isomorphism. In addition, H Grf GM 1
is concentrated in degree 0 and 1 since I 2 s q I. Thus we have injections
w 1 Ž .x w 1 Ž .x 1 Ž .H G “ H G for all n G 2. Because H G is Artinian, weM ny1 M n M
w 1 Ž .x Ž . Ž .get H G s 0 for all n G 1. Hence a G F 0.M n
Ž . w x w x4 Note that U* ( UrU l I and U* ( U l I as A-modules.0 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hence I G s l U* s l UrU l I q l U l I s l U s I A .G A A A
Ž .5 Let bA : I be another minimal reduction of I. Then, bt is a
Ž . Ž .regular element on G I because bA is a minimal reduction of I and G I
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. wis Cohen]Macaulay. Hence r I s a G IrbA s a G I q 1 by VV;b A
Ž .x w Ž .x2.1 and GW; 3.1.6 . The same argument works for the minimal
2Ž . Ž .reduction q s a A. Thus, r I s r I F 1; whence I s bI and we1 b A a A1
have I 2 : bI q U. This implies that I 2 s bI since I 2 s bI q I 2 l U and
2 Ž .since I l U s 0 .
LEMMA 3.2. The following conditions are equi¤alent:
Ž . q1 f , f , . . . , f is a d -sequence on G.1 2 d
Ž . Ž 2 2 2 . n Ž 2 2 2 . ny22 a , a , . . . , a A l I s a , a , . . . , a I for all 3 F n F1 2 d 1 2 d
d q 1.
When this is the case, we further ha¤e
Ž . nq1 ni q l I s q I for all n ) 0 and 1 F i F d.i i
Ž . Ž .ii G Irq ( GrQ for all 1 F i F d.i i
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2 Ž .2 nq1 nProof. As I s q I, it holds that G s Q ? G and I l q s q Iq q
for all n g Z; hence Q is a reduction of G and the canonical mapq
Ž .GrQ “ G Irq is bijective. Thus we have
I f , f , . . . , f ; G s l GrQ y e G s l G Irq y e GŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 d Q GG G q
s l Arq y e A s I A .Ž . Ž . Ž .IA
Ž 2 2 2 .Let L be the kernel of the canonical surjection Gr f , f , . . . , f G “1 2 d
Ž . Ž 2 2 2 .G Ira , where a s a , a , . . . , a A. Then the nth component of L is1 2 d
Ž n nq1. Ž ny2 nq1.L s I l a q I r a I q I for all n G 0. In particular, L sn 0
Ž . w Ž 2 2 2 . x Ž . dq2L s L s 0 ; while Gr f , f , . . . , f G s 0 because I s1 2 1 2 d dq2
q dq1I s aq dy1I s a I d. Thus L s L [ L [ ??? [ L . Now,3 4 dq1
I f 2 , f 2 , . . . , f 2 ; GŽ .1 2 d
s l Grf 2 G y e 2 G s l G Ira q l L y 2 de GŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . f G QG G A
s l Ara q l L y 2 de A s l Ara y e A q l LŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .q aA A A A
s I A q l L .Ž . Ž .A
Ž 2 2 2 . Ž . Ž .Consequently, we get I f , f , . . . , f ; G s I f , f , . . . , f ; G q l L .1 2 d 1 2 d A
Ž . Ž . Ž . nSuppose assertion 1 . Then, L s 0 by 2.1 . Hence we have I l a q
I nq1 s a I ny2 q I nq1 for all n g Z, which yields that I n l a s a I ny2 for
Ž . Ž .all n g Z by the intersection theorem. Thus 2 follows. Conversely, if 2
Ž . Ž .is satisfied, then L s 0 ; whence 1 follows from Theorem 2.1. The
Ž . Ž . w Ž .x wremaining parts i and ii respectively follow from GY; 2.5 and VV;
Ž .x1.1 .
We note, according to the proof above, that the equalities in Lemma 3.2
Ž .2 hold for all n g Z once they hold for all 3 F n F d q 1.
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose that f , f , . . . , f is a dq-sequence on G. Then1 2 d
Ž . i Ž . Ž .1 G is a quasi-Buchsbaum ring, i.e., M ? H G s 0 for all i - d.M
Ž . i Ž .2 H G is concentrated in degree yi and 1 y i.M
Ž . Ž .3 a G F 1 y d.
Ž . Ž . Ž .4 I G s I A .
Proof.
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 and 2 By 2.4 we have the short exact sequence:
0 “ H i GrQ “ H i GrQ “ H iq1 GrQ y1 “ 0Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .M j M jq1 M j
Ž .for all i, j with i q j F d y 2. Since GrQ ( G Irq by Lemma 3.2dy1 dy1
Ž .ii , GrQ is a Buchsbaum ring whose local cohomology moduledy1
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0 Ž . 0 Ž . Ž .H GrQ is concentrated in degree 0, 1 and M ? H GrQ s 0M dy1 M dy1
Ž .cf. Lemma 3.1 . Seeing the above exact sequence in the case that i s 0
0 Ž . 1 Ž . Ž .and j s d y 2, we have M ? H GrQ s M ? H GrQ s 0 , be-M dy2 M dy2
0 Ž . w 1 Ž .xsides H GrQ resp. H GrQ is concentrated in degree 0, 1M dy2 M dy2
Ž .resp. y1, 0 . Repeating this procedure, by the descending induction on j
Ž . Ž .we finally get assertions 1 and 2 .
Ž . Ž .3 Induction on d. By Lemma 3.1 3 this is true for d s 1. Suppose
that d ) 1 and that the assertion is true for d y 1. Let G s Grf G, which1
Ž . Ž . Ž .is isomorphic to G Ira A by Lemma 3.2 ii . Then we have a G F 2 y d,1
dy1w Ž .x Ž .i.e., H G s 0 for all n ) 2 y d, by the hypothesis of induction.M n
Let A s E s G, m s M, i s d, and j s 0 in the graded version of the
Ž .diagram 2.2 . That yields
f1d d6Ž .Ž . Ž .H G y1 H GM M
6
dy1 d d6 6Ž . Ž . Ž .H G H f G H G .M M 1 M
dy1w Ž .x Ž .Since the left vertical map is an isomorphism and since H G s 0 ifM n
Ž .n ) 2 y d, it follows that a G F 1 y d from the same reason in the proof
Ž .of Lemma 3.1 3 .
Ž . i Ž .4 Note that each H GrQ is of finite length. Seeing the exactM j
sequence at the beginning of this proof again, we have
l H 0 GrQŽ .Ž .M dy1G
s l H 0 GrQ q l H1 GrQŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .M dy2 M dy2G G
s l H 0 GrQ q 2 l H1 GrQ q l H 2 GrQŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .M dy3 M dy3 M dy3G G G
s ???
dy1
d y 1 is ? l H G s I G .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý MGž /i
is0
Ž .Making use of the sequences in 2.3 , the same argument works for all q j
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and A, which implies that I Arq s I A . Thus, we get I G s I Ady1
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .since I G Irq s I Arq by Lemma 3.1 4 .dy1 dy1
LEMMA 3.4. Let f , f , . . . , f be a dq-sequence on G and q9 s1 2 d
Ž .b , b , . . . , b A another minimal reduction of I. We denote g s b t g R.1 2 d i i
Then I 2 s q9I and the sequence g , g , . . . , g forms a dq-sequence on G,1 2 d
too.
Ž .Proof. We may assume that q9 s a , . . . , a , b A. Let A s Arq ,1 dy1 dy1
I s IA, and g s bt. As A is a one dimensional Buchsbaum ring, we have
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2 2 2Ž .I s bI by Lemma 3.1 5 . Thus I s bI q q l I s q9I by Lemmady1
Ž .3.2 i , which implies the first assertion. Second, we show that f , . . . , f , g1 dy1
q 0 Ž . Ž .forms a d -sequence on G. It is enough to see that g ? H GrQ s 0M dy1
i Ž . Ž .because f ? H GrQ s 0 for i q j - d by Theorem 2.1. But thisjq1 M j
Ž .follows from Lemma 3.1 since GrQ ( G I .dy1
Ž k .Let A I stand for the set of s = s alternative matrices whose entriess
are in I k. The conclusion of the following lemma can be said that
a , a , . . . , a forms a relative I ly1-regular sequence with respect to I l in1 2 d
w xthe sense of F .
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose that f , f , . . . , f is a dq-sequence on G and let l, s1 2 d
be integers with l G 2 and 1 F s F d. If Ýs a z s 0 with z g I l, thenis1 i i i
Ž ly1. Ž . Ž . Žthere exists V g A I such that z , z , . . . , z s a , a , . . . , a V ans 1 2 s 1 2 s
.equation of matrices .
Ž . l Ž .Proof. Induction on s. When s s 1, z g 0 : a l I : 0 : a l q s1 1 1
Ž . Ž .0 , so we can make V s z zero matrix . Let s ) 1 and suppose the
statement is true for s y 1. Now z g q : a l I l s q l I l sinces sy1 s sy1
l ly1 Ž . sy1I : q; whence z g q I by Lemma 3.2 i . Write z s Ý a ss sy1 s js1 j j
ly1 sy1 Ž .with s g I . We then have Ý a z q a s s 0. By the hypothesis ofj js1 j j s j
Ž ly1.induction, there exists V9 g A I such thatsy1
z q a s , z q a s , . . . , z q a s s a , a , . . . , a V9.Ž . Ž .1 s 1 2 s 2 sy1 s sy1 1 2 sy1
Make the s = s matrix
s1
.
V9 ..V s ,
ssy1 0ys ??? ys 01 sy1
which is required.
For an element a g R, let a stand for the reduction a mod I R.
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose that f , f , . . . , f is a dq-sequence on G and let1 2 d
d N ly g m for 1 F i F d. If Ý b ? y q f s 0 in G, where b s Ý b tŽ .i is1 i i i i ls0 i , l
with b g I l, then, after changing the representati¤e of b 's if necessary, therei, l i
Ž l.exist V g A I for all 1 F l F N such that the equality of matricesl d
b , b , . . . , b s a , a , . . . , a V q y , y , . . . , y VŽ . Ž . Ž .1, l 2, l d , l 1 2 d ly1 1 2 d l
is satisfied for each 2 F l F N, where V s z.N
Proof. Descending induction on l. The given relation can be written as
follows:
d N
lb t ? y q a t g I R. aŽ . Ž .Ý Ý i , l i i
is1 ls0
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Seeing the component of degree N q 1, we have Ýd b a g I Nq2.is1 i, N i
Taking a suitable representative of b 's, we may assume that Ýd b ai is1 i, N i
s 0 since I Nq2 s q I Nq1. By Lemma 3.5 there exists a matrix V gNy1
Ž Ny1. Ž . Ž .A I such that b , . . . , b s a , . . . , a V . Letting V s z,d 1, N d, N 1 d Ny1 N
the lemma is true for l s N. Suppose that the lemma is true for l with
Ž .3 F l F N. Seeing the component of degree l in a , by the same reason as
the above we can write
d d
b y q b a s 0. bŽ .Ý Ýi , l i i , ly1 i
is1 is1
On the other hand, from the hypothesis of induction, there exist alterna-
Ž l. Ž ly1. Ž .tive matrices V g A I and V g A I such that b , . . . , bl d ly1 d 1, l d, l
Ž . Ž . tŽ .s a , . . . , a V q y , . . . , y V . We act a d = 1 matrix y , . . . , y1 d ly1 1 d l 1 d
Ž t .from the right here means the transpose of the matrix . We then get
Ž . tŽ . Ž . tŽ .b , . . . , b y , . . . , y s a , . . . , a V y , . . . , y because V is1, l d, l 1 d 1 d ly1 1 d l
Ž . Ž . tŽ .alternative; while the relation of b implies b , . . . , b y , . . . , y q1, l d, l 1 d
Ž . tŽ .a , . . . , a b , . . . , b s 0. Combining them, we get1 d 1, ly1 d, ly1
t ta , a , . . . , a b , b , . . . , b qV y , y , . . . , y s0.Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 d 1, ly1 2, ly1 d , ly1 ly1 1 2 d
Ž ly2 .By Lemma 3.5 again, there exists V g A I such thatly2 d
t
b , b , . . . , b q y , y , . . . , y VŽ . Ž .1, ly1 2, ly1 d , ly1 1 2 d ly1
s a , a , . . . , a V .Ž .1 2 d ly2
This implies the required equality since tV s yV .ly1 ly1
LEMMA 3.7. There exist elements x , x , . . . , x g m and b , b , . . . , b g1 2 k 1 2 k
I which satisfy
Ž .1 j , j , . . . , j , where j s x q b t g R, forms a system of genera-1 2 k i i i
tors of M.
Ž .2 j , j , . . . , j is a system of parameters of G for integers 1 Fi i i M1 2 d
i - i - ??? - i F k.1 2 d
Ž .3 b , . . . , b , x is a system of parameters of A for integers 1 F i -i i i 11 dy1 d
i - ??? - i F k.2 d
Proof. Let V be an A-submodule of R of the form V s m [ It. Note
that a generating system of V as A-module is also that of M as R-module.
For 1 F i F d y 1, we inductively take j s x q b t g V so that j f Pi i i i
Ž . iy1for all P g Assh Gr j , . . . , j G neither j f Ý j A q mV. ThisR 1 iy1 i js1 j
choice is possible since P / M. We here note that P is a homogeneous
Žprime ideal because j , . . . , j G s b t , . . . , b t G x 's are' 'Ž . Ž .1 iy1 1 iy1 i
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.nilpotents in G . From the choice of j , . . . , j it follows that b , . . . , b1 dy1 1 dy1
forms a subsystem of parameters of A since b t, . . . , b t forms a1 dy1
subsystem of homogeneous parameters of G. Now, suppose that we could
Žchoose a subsystem j , . . . , j of generators of V, where j s x q b t 11 i j j j
.F j F i and i G d y 1, such that any d y 1-elements among j 's form aj
subsystem of parameters of G and any d y 1-elements among b 's form aM j
subsystem of parameters of A. We are going to take the i q 1th element
j . We may assume that Ýi j A / V. Letiq1 js1 j
F s Assh Gr j , . . . , j G andŽ .D R i i1 dy1
1Fi - ??? -i Fi1 dy1
G s Assh Ar b , . . . , b A.Ž .D A i i1 dy1
1Fi - ??? -i Fi1 dy1
If P g F, then P is a homogeneous prime ideal in R and an A-submodule
w x Žw xIt of V properly contains P P denotes the homogeneous part of1 1
. w xdegree one in P . Thus a [ m [ P is properly contained in V. On theP 1
other hand, since p / m for any p g G, b [ p [ It is also properlyp
contained in V. Therefore we can take
i
j g V _ a j b j mV q j A .D D Ýiq1 P p jž / ž / ž /js1PgF pgG
Write j s x q b t. Then Ýiq1 j A is properly bigger than Ýi j A.iq1 iq1 iq1 js1 j js1 j
Further, for integers 1 F i - ??? - i F i, j , . . . , j , j forms a1 dy1 i i iq11 dy1
system of parameters of G and b , . . . , b , x forms a system ofM i i iq11 dy1
parameters of A. This implies that j , . . . , j , j satisfy our context.1 i iq1
Therefore the lemma follows from the induction on the number of
elements of a generating system of V.
As can be seen in the proof above, b t, b t, . . . , b t are chosen as ai i i1 2 d
Ž .homogeneous system of parameters of G, thus the ideal b , b , . . . , b Ai i i1 2 d
is automatically a minimal reduction of I.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We have seen in Lemma 3.2 the equivalence
Ž . Ž .between 2 and 3 , and in Lemma 3.3 the behavior of local cohomology
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .modules. 1 « 2 is obvious. So, assuming 2 and 3 , we shall show 1 .
Induction on d. The case where d s 1 has done in Lemma 3.1. Let d ) 1
and suppose that our theorem is true for d y 1. Take the generating
system j , j , . . . , j of M, where j s x q b t, as in Lemma 3.7. We shall1 2 k i i i
show that j , . . . , j forms a dq-sequence on G for any 1 F i - ??? -i i M 11 d
Ž w Ž .xi F k in order to verify the Buchsbaumness in G cf. SV; Chap. I 2.15d M
w Ž .x.and T; 3.4 . To avoid complicated suffix, we may replace j , . . . , j byi i1 d
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j , . . . , j . By the choice of j 's, we have:1 d i
Ž .i j , . . . , j forms a system of parameters of G ,1 d M
Ž .ii b , . . . , b , x forms a system of parameters of A,1 dy1 d
Ž . Ž . 2iii q9 s b , . . . , b A is a minimal reduction of I and I s q9I1 d
Ž .see Lemma 3.4 , and
Ž . q Živ g s b t, . . . , g s b t forms a d -sequence on G see Lemma1 1 d d
.3.4 again .
Ž . XLet G9 s Grg G. Since G9 ( G Irb A , the Buchsbaumness in G fol-d d M
lows from the hypothesis of induction. In particular, j , . . . , j forms a1 dy1
dq-sequence on GX . Thus, so does j , . . . , j , g on G by TheoremM 1 dy1 d M
2.1. Indeed,
I j , . . . , j , g ; G s I j , . . . , j ; GX s I GXŽ . Ž . Ž .1 dy1 d M 1 dy1 M M
s I G cf. T; 1.7 .Ž . Ž .Ž .M
Ž .We here use the fact that G is a quasi-Buchsbaum ring cf. Lemma 3.3 .
Therefore, according to Theorem 2.1, it is enough to see that j ?d
0 Ž Ž . . Ž .H Gr j , . . . , j G s 0 in order to show that j , . . . , j , j formsM 1 dy1 1 dy1 d
q n Ž .a d -sequence on G . Let w g G with M w g j , . . . , j G, i.e., theM 1 dy1
Ž .reduction of w in Gr j , . . . , j G is an element in1 dy 1
0 Ž Ž . . Ž .H Gr j , . . . , j G . We shall show that j w g j , . . . , j G. LetM 1 dy1 d 1 dy1
Ž .w s w . Then because g w g j , . . . , j G, we have the expression:d d d 1 dy1
dy1
b tw q w x q b t s 0, aŽ . Ž .Ýd d i i i
is1
N l Ž .where w s Ý w t g G 1 F i F d . By Lemma 3.6, we have, for l G 2i ls0 i , l
w , . . . , wŽ .1, l , w 2, l d , l
s b , b , . . . , b V q x , x , . . . , x , 0 V , bŽ . Ž . Ž .1 2 d ly1 1 2 dy1 l
Ž Ž l .. Ž l . Ž l . lwhere V s s is a d = d-matrix with s s ys g I and 1 F i, jl i, j i, j j, i
F d. Now we have w t l s Ýdy1b s Ž ly1.t l q Ýdy1 x s Ž l . t l. So, it holds thatd, l is1 i i, d is1 i i, d
ÝN w t l s Ýdy1g ? s Ž1.t q Ýdy1j ? ÝNy1s Ž l . t l since j s x q b t andls2 d, l is1 i i, d is1 i ls2 i, d i i i
s ŽN . s 0 for all i. Therefore we havei, d
dy1
Ž1.w y w y w t y s t ? g g j , j , . . . , j G.Ž .Ýd d , 0 d , 1 i , d i 1 2 dy1
is1
dy1 Ž1.Ž . Ž .CLAIM. x w q w t q Ý s t ? g g j , j , . . . , j G.d d , 0 d , 1 is1 i , d i 1 2 dy1
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Ž .If we could show this claim, we get that x w g j , . . . , j G; whiled d 1 dy1
Ž .we have known that g w g j , . . . , j G. Hence it follows that j w gd d 1 dy1 d d
Ž .j , . . . , j G. This is what we want.1 dy1
Proof of Claim. We pick up the component of degree one in relation
Ž . dy1Ž . 2 2 Ž .a , that is b w q Ý x w q b w g I . Since I s b , . . . , b I,d d, 0 is1 i i, 1 i i, 0 1 d
after taking a suitable representative of w 's, we geti
dy1
b w q x w q b w s 0. cŽ . Ž .Ýd d , 0 i i , 1 i i , 0
is1
Ž .Similarly, picking up the component of degree two in a , we get
dy1
b w q x w q b w s 0. dŽ . Ž .Ýd d , 1 i i , 2 i i , 1
is1
Ž .Furthermore, we have from b that
w , w , . . . , wŽ .1, 2 2, 2 dy1, 2
s b , b , . . . , b VX q x , x , . . . , x VY , eŽ . Ž . Ž .1 2 d 1 1 2 dy1 2
X Ž .where V is the d = d y 1 matrix obtained after omitting the dth1
Y Ž . Ž .column of V , respectively, V is the d y 1 = d y 1 matrix obtained1 2
after omitting both the dth column and the dth row of V . Acting the2
tŽ . Ž . Žmatrix x , . . . , x to e from the right side, we have w , . . . ,1 dy1 1, 2
. tŽ . Ž . X tŽ . Yw x , . . . , x s b , . . . , b V x , . . . , x because V is alter-dy1, 2 1 dy1 1 d 1 1 dy1 2
Ž . Ž . tŽ .native; while d can be written as b , . . . , b w , . . . , w q1 d 1, 1 d, 1
Ž . tŽ .w , . . . , w x , . . . , x s 0. So, we have1, 2 dy1, 2 1 dy1
t tXb , . . . , b w , . . . , w q b , . . . , b V x , . . . , x s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 d 1, 1 d , 1 1 d 1 1 dy1
Ž . Ž . t X d Ž .We put h , . . . , h s x , . . . , x V . Then Ý b w q h s 0. In1 d 1 dy1 1 is1 i i, 1 i
Ž .particular, w q h g U b , . . . , b . Thus we have the expression:d, 1 d 1 dy1
dy1
x w q h s b s . fŽ . Ž .Ýd d , 1 d i i , 0
is1
ÏŽ .Note that s g U b , . . . , b , . . . , b , x . Now, we have two expressions:i, 0 1 i dy1 d
dy1
x b w q h s b b s andŽ . Ýd d d , 1 d i d i , 0
is1
dy1
x b w q h s y x b w q h .Ž . Ž .Ýd d d , 1 d d i i , 1 i
is1
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Ž .Combining them and choosing the part where b 1 F i F d y 1 appears,i
we have
Ïb x w q h q b s g b , . . . , b , . . . , b A.Ž .Ž . Ž .i d i , 1 i d i , 0 1 i dy1
ÏŽ .Because b s g b , . . . , b , . . . , b , x A and becaused i, 0 1 i dy1 d
Ï ÏU b , . . . , b , . . . , b l b , . . . , b , . . . , b , x AŽ . Ž .1 i dy1 1 i dy1 d
Ïs b , . . . , b , . . . , b A ,Ž .1 i dy1
ÏŽ . Ž .we have x w q h q b s g b , . . . , b , . . . , b A. Multiplying x tod i, 1 i d i, 0 1 i dy1 i
this and taking the sum of them through 1 F i F d y 1, it holds that
dy1 w Ž . x Ž .Ý x x w q h q b s g b , . . . , b A. On the other hand,is1 i d i, 1 i d i, 0 1 dy1
dy1
tx h s x , x , . . . , x h , h , . . . , hŽ . Ž .Ý i i 1 2 dy1 1 2 dy1
is1
s x , x , . . . , x VY t x , x , . . . , x s 0,Ž . Ž .1 2 dy1 1 1 2 dy1
Y Y Ž . Ž .since V is alternative, where V is a d y 1 = d y 1 matrix obtained1 1
after omitting the d-th row of VX . Therefore we get1
dy1
x x w q x b s g b , b , . . . , b A. gŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý i d i , 1 i d i , 0 1 2 dy1
is1
Ž . dy1 Ž .By relation c , we have b w q Ý x w g b , . . . , b A. In addi-d d, 0 is1 i i, 1 1 dy1
Ž .tion, from g we have
dy1 dy1
x b w y x b s ’ x b w q x wÝ Ýd d d , 0 i d i , 0 d d d , 0 i i , 1ž /
is1 is1
’ 0 mod b , b , . . . , b A.Ž .1 2 dy1
dy1 Ž .Hence x w y Ý x s g U b , . . . , b ; while it follows from thed d, 0 is1 i i, 0 1 dy1
dy1 Ž .choice of s 's that x w y Ý x s g b , . . . , b , x A. Thusi, 0 d d, 0 is1 i i, 0 1 dy1 d
dy1 Ž .x w y Ý x s belongs to b , . . . , b A. In particular,d d, 0 is1 i i, 0 1 dy1
dy1
x w ’ x s mod I. hŽ .Ýd d , 0 i i , 0
is1
Recalling the definition of h , we haved
dy1
t Ž1. Ž1. Ž1.h s x , . . . , x s , . . . , s s y s x . iŽ . Ž .Ž . Ýd 1 dy1 d , 1 d , dy1 i , d i
is1
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Now we come to finish the proof of Claim. By f , h , and i we have, in G
Ž .in other words, modulo I R , the following:
dy1
Ž1.x w q w t q s t ? gÝd d , 0 d , 1 i , d iž /
is1
dy1 dy1 dy1
Ž1.’ x s q g ? s y x h t q x s t ? gÝ Ý Ýi i , 0 i i , 0 d d d i , d i
is1 is1 is1
dy1 dy1 dy1
Ž1. Ž1.s j s q x s x t q x s t ? gÝ Ý Ýi i , 0 d i , d i d i , d iž /
is1 is1 is1
dy1 dy1
Ž1.s j s q x j s tÝ Ýi i , 0 d i i , d
is1 is1
dy1
Ž1.s j ? s q x s t ,Ž .Ý i i , 0 d i , d
is1
which implies the assertion of the Claim. Thus, we complete the proof of
Theorem 1.1.
Ä dŽ . Ž .Let Ý a , . . . , a stand for the ideal Ý a , . . . , a , . . . , a : m.Ï1 d is1 1 i d
Ä Ž . wProof of Corollary 1.2. Because Ý a , . . . , a : I, by KY; Theorem 61 d
x qin Appendix it follows that a , . . . , a forms a d -sequence on I; whence1 d
w Ž .x q Ž . Ž .by GY; 2.12 f , . . . , f forms a d -sequence on G I , where G I is a1 d q q
Ž . Ž . n nq1graded G q -module of the form G I s [ q Irq I. We can iden-q nG 0
Ž . Ž . 2 qtify G I with G I since I s q I. Hence f , . . . , f forms a d -se-q q 1 d
i Ž .quence on G as an R-module and H G is concentrated in degreeq M q
Ž . w Ž .x1 y i ; i - d by GY; 4.2 . On the other hand, the exact sequence
0 “ G “ G “ GrG “ 0 yields the following commutative diagramq q
consisting of Koszul cohomology and local cohomology modules:
i 6 i 6 iŽ . Ž . Ž .H Q; G H Q; G H Q; GrGq q
6 6 6
a bi i
i i i6 6Ž . Ž . Ž .H G H G H GrGM q M M q
w Ž .xwith exact rows. By T; 3.4 , each a is surjective for all i - d; whence bi i
i Ž . Ž .is also surjective for all 0 - i - d because H GrG s 0 if i ) 0. InM q
i Ž .addition, H G is concentrated in degree 1 y i for all 0 - i - d. If b isM 0
q w Ž .xsurjective, then f , . . . , f is a d -sequence on G by T; 3.4 again. Hence1 d
the Buchsbaumness of G comes from Theorem 1.1. So, the remaining isM
0 Ž .showing the surjectivity of b and that H G is concentrated in degree0 M
one.
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CLAIM. I nq1 l q s q I n for all i F d and n G 0.i i
Proof of Claim. Descending induction on i and accending induction on
n. The claim is true for i s d. Let i - d. We may assume that n ) 0 and
the claim is true for i q 1. Then
I nq1 l q s q I n l q by the hypothesis of induction on iŽ .i iq1 i
s q I n q a I n l qi iq1 i
s q I n q a I n l U q .Ž .Ž .i iq1 i
Ž Ž .. Ž .When n s 1, we have a I l U q : q I. Indeed, take x g U q ,iq1 i i iq1 i
iq1 Ž .then we can write Ý a x s 0, where x g A 1 F j F i , since a xjs1 j j j iq1 iq1
ÄŽ . Ž .g q . For each 1 F j F i, x g U a , . . . , a , . . . , a : Ý a , . . . , a : I.Ïi j 1 j iq1 1 d
i Ž .Thus, Ý a x g q I. This implies a x g q I; whence a U q :js1 j j i iq1 iq1 i iq1 i
q I. So, we have I 2 l q s q I and the claim is true for n s 1. Supposei i i
n Ž .that n ) 1 and the statement is true for n y 1. Because I l U q :i
Ž .q l U q s q , we havei i
a I n l U q s a I n l qŽ . Ž .Ž .iq1 i iq1 i
s a q I ny1 by the hypothesis of induction on nŽ .iq1 i
: q I n .i
Hence I nq1 l q s q I n as required.i i
w 0 Ž .x Ž .Because H G s 0 with n G 2, to end the proof of the corollary, itM n
w 0 Ž .x Ž .is enough to show that H G s 0 . Indeed, if we have that, thenM 0
0 Ž . Ž . 0 Ž .Q ? H G s 0 because H G is concentrated in degree one. Hence,M M
0 Ž . Ž . 0Ž .H G s 0 : Q s H Q; G ; which implies the surjectivity of b . LetM G 0
0 l lq1w Ž .x Ž .x g H G with x g A and fix any i 1 F i F d . Then a x g I forM 0 i
l lsome l g Z since f ? x s 0 in G. Suppose l G 2. We can write a x s a yi i i
Ž l. lq1 ly g I because it holds that I l a A s a I by the Claim. Sincei i
Ž . Ž . ly1 ly1 ly g q and since 0 : a l q s 0 , we have a x s y, i.e., a x g I .i i i
Repeating this procedure, we finally get a x g I 2; whence a x g a I byi i i
the same reason. Taking a suitable representative of x, we may assume
Ä 0Ž . Ž . w Ž .xthat a x s 0. Therefore, x g 0 : a : Ý a , . . . , a : I and H G si i 1 d M 0
Ž .0 . This completes the proof.
4. EXAMPLES
In this section, applying our theorem and its corollary, we decide
whether associated graded rings are Buchsbaum for several ideals.
Ž .Throughout this section, we assume that A, m is a Buchsbaum local ring
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of dimension d with infinite field Arm, I is an m-primary ideal, and that
Ž .q s a , a , . . . , a A is a minimal reduction of I. Let k stand for a1 2 d
Ž . Ž .infinite field. We denote q s a , . . . , a A. U q coincides with q : mi 1 i i i
Ä Ž .since A is Buchsbaum. Ý a , . . . , a stands for the ideal of the form1 d
d ÄŽ . Ž .Ý a , . . . , a , . . . , a A : a which is sometimes denoted by Ý q .Ïis1 1 i d i
We begin with the following proposition which is useful to find non-
Buchsbaum associated graded rings.
2 Ž .PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose that I s q I and G I is a BuchsbaumM
ring. Then the following conditions are equi¤alent:
ÄŽ . Ž .1 I = Ý a , a , . . . , a .1 2 d
Ž . Ž .2 I = a , . . . , a , . . . , a A : a for some j.Ï1 j d j
Ž . Ž .Proof. It is enough to show 2 « 1 . If d s 1, then there is nothing to
prove. Let d G 2. We may assume j s d without loss of generality. So,
Ž .what we shall show is a , . . . , a , . . . , a A : a : I for each 1 F i F d y 1.Ï1 i d i
We only show it in the case where i s 1. The remaining cases similarly
follow. Induction on d. Suppose d s 2. Take x g a A : a and write2 1
Ž .a x s a y with y g A. Then, y g a A : a and y g I by 2 . In particular,1 2 1 2
2 2 Ž .a x g I . Thus a x g I l a A s a I by Lemma 3.2 i ; whence x g I q1 1 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 : a , while 0 : a s 0 : m : U a : I. Therefore we have x g I and1 1 1
Ž .1 follows when d s 2. Suppose d G 3 and the lemma is true for d y 1,
Ž . Ž .we put A s Ara A. Assertion 2 says that a , a , . . . , a A : a : IA.2 1 3 dy1 d
Ž .By the hypothesis of induction, we get a , . . . , a A : a : IA. This implies3 d 1
Ž .that a , a , . . . , a A : a : I, hence the lemma follows in any dimension.2 3 d 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .EXAMPLE 4.2. Suppose that d s 2 and I s U a q U a . Then G I1 2 M
is a Buchsbaum ring.
2 Ž .Proof. Once we have I s q I, the Buchsbaumness in G I immedi-M
Ž .2ately follows from Corollary 1.2. First, we show that U a : q I. Since1
2 Ž .2 2 2 2 Ž .2a U a : a A and since a , a forms a weak-sequence, we have U a2 1 1 1 2 1
Ž 2 . Ž w x.: U a ; while by Goto's lemma cf. SV; Chap. II, Sect. 4, p. 139 it holds1
Ž 2 . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 Ž Ž . Ž ..that U a s a U a q U 0 . Thus, we have U a : a U a q U 01 1 1 1 1 1
Ž . Ž .2 Ž .2l a A s a U a . Hence U a : q I. Similarly, we also have U a :1 1 1 1 2
Ž . Ž .q I. Next we have to show U a U a : q I, which comes from1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . 2U a U a : a A l a A s a U a . Thus we have I s q I.1 2 1 2 1 2
Remark 4.3. The equality I 2 s q I in Example 4.2 can be proved by
Žanother method. Suppose that A is a complete local ring of dimension
. w Ž .d G 2 . We denote by K the canonical module of A. By Y; 3.3 , see alsoA
Ž . Ž .x Ž .2.3 and 3.7 , the Buchsbaum property of A = K the idealizationA
Ä 2 ÄŽ Ž .. Ž .implies Ý q s qÝ q . So, if d s 2, then A = K is Buchsbaum be-A
Ž w Ž .x.cause K is Cohen]Macaulay cf. Y; 2.4 . Therefore we haveA
Ä 2 ÄŽ Ž .. Ž .Ž Ž ..Ý a , a s a , a Ý a , a .1 2 1 2 1 2
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ww 2 3 xxEXAMPLE 4.4. Let A s k t, st, s , s be a subring of a formal power
ww xx Ž .series ring k s, t . This is a two-dimensional Buchsbaum ring with I A s
Ž 2 3. Ž 2 . 2 Ž .1. Let I s t, s , s A and q s t, s A. Then I s q I but G I is not aM
Buchsbaum ring.
2 2 Ž 2 3.Proof. We can readily check that I s q I, s A : t s s , s A, and
2 Ž . Ž 2 . Ž .tA : s s t, st A. So, we have I = U s but I W U t . Thus by Proposi-
Ž .tion 4.1, G I cannot be a Buchsbaum ring.M
Next we argue the case of dimension three. The author is grateful to
Professor Y. Shimoda for giving important ideas to get the following
example.
Ž . Ž . Ž .EXAMPLE 4.5. Suppose that d s 3 and I s U a q U a q U a .1 2 3
Ž .Then G I is a Buchsbaum ring.M
Proof. The equality I 2 s q I follows from the same procedure stated in
Ž 2 2 2 .Example 4.2. We put a s a , a , a A. In order to see the Buchsbaum-1 2 3
Ž . Ž .ness in G I , we shall check the condition of 3 in Theorem 1.1, that isM
saying a l I 3 s a I and a l I 4 s a I 2. Since I 4 s q 3I s a I 2 q a a a I1 2 3
2 Ž . 2 Ž . 2 Ž . wand since a a a I s a a U a q a a U a q a a U a note that1 2 3 1 2 3 2 3 1 3 1 2
Ž . 2 Ž .x 4 2a a U a s a U a , it holds that a l I s a I . The remaining is a li j i i j
3 3 Ž . Ž .I s a I. Since I s a a , a a , a a I q a I and since a a , a a , a a I1 2 2 3 3 1 1 2 2 3 3 1
Ž . w Ž . Ž . Ž .x: a a U a q a I note that a a U a s a a U a s a a U a , it is1 2 3 1 2 3 2 3 1 3 1 2
Ž .enough to see that a l a a U a : a I.1 2 3
Take an element a a w s a2 x q a2 y q a2 z from the left hand side,1 2 1 2 3
Ž . Ž .where w g U a and x, y, z g A. Then a x g a , a A since a x g3 1 2 3 1
Ž .U a , a l a A. Write a x s a x q a x with x , x g A. Substituting2 3 1 1 2 1 3 2 1 2
this, we have a a w s a a x q a a x q a2 y q a2 z. In particular, a x1 2 1 2 1 1 3 2 2 3 1 2
Ž . Ž .q a z g a A since U a l a , a A s a A. Thus we have x g3 2 2 1 3 2 2
Ž . Ž . w xU a , a l U a , a recall that a x s a x q a x . This implies that1 2 2 3 1 2 1 3 2
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. w w xx g a A q U a l a A q U a make use of G2; Claim in p. 5212 1 2 3 2
x Ž .in Ara A . In particular, we have a x g a a , a A, so we write a x s2 3 2 1 3 2 3 2
a a x q a x with x , x g A. Then a x s a x q a x s a x q a a x1 3 3 2 4 3 4 1 2 1 3 2 2 1 1 3 3
Ž . Ž .q a x . Thus a x y a x g a A and x y a x g U a : I; whence2 4 1 3 3 2 3 3 2
w xx g I. Replacing a by a resp. x by y , we also get y g I. Next we shall1 2
Ž .show z g I. Recalling that a x q a z g a A and x g a A q U a , we1 2 3 2 2 3 2
Ž .have a z g a a , a A, so we write a z s a a z q a z with z , z g A.3 1 3 2 3 1 3 1 2 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .Then z y a z g U a since a z y a z g a A. Thus we have z g I.1 1 2 3 1 1 2
Consequently, each x, y, z belong to I. Therefore we get a a w g a I and1 2
3I l a s a I as required.
Let us change the ideal a little. For the ideal in the following example,
the condition in Corollary 1.2 gives not only sufficient, but also necessary
one.
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Ž . Ž .EXAMPLE 4.6. Suppose that d s 3 and I s U a , a q U a . Then1 2 3
the following conditions are equivalent:
Ž . Ž .1 G I is a Buchsbaum ring.M
Ž . 2 Ž . Ž .2 H A s 0 .m
ÄŽ . Ž .3 I = Ý a , a , a .1 2 3
2 Ž .2 Ž .Proof. In order to get I s q I, we first show that U a s a U a ,3 3 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 Ž . Ž .U a , a U a s a U a , a and U a , a s a , a U a , a . Each1 2 3 3 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž .2right hand side is obviously contained in the left. The equality U a s3
Ž .a U a follows from the same procedure stated in Example 4.2. Similarly,3 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . w xwe have U a , a U a , a : a U a , a q a A consider it in Ara A ,1 2 2 3 3 1 2 2 2
whence
U a , a U a : a U a , a q a A l a AŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 3 3 1 2 2 3
s a U a , a q a A l a AŽ .3 1 2 2 3
s a U a , a .Ž .3 1 2
w x Ž .2Passing to the factor ring Ara A resp. Ara A , we have U a , a :1 2 1 2
Ž . w Ž .2 Ž . Ž .xa U a , a q a A resp. U a , a : a U a , a q a A cf. Example 4.2 .2 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 2
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .It is easy to check that a U a , a q a A l a U a , a q a A s1 1 2 2 2 1 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .a , a U a , a q a A l a A and a A l a A s a U a . So, we have1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž .2 Ž . Ž .U a , a : a , a U a , a .1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . 2 Ž .Next, we show that U a , a s U a q U a if and only if H A s1 2 1 2 m
Ž . Ž .0 . Indeed, making use of exact sequences in 2.3 , we have
Ž Ž . Ž . . Ž 0 Ž .. Ž 1 Ž .. Ž 2 Ž ..l U a , a r a , a A s l H A q 2 l H A q l H A since1 2 1 2 m m mA A A A
Ž 0 Ž .. Ž . Ž . w Ž .xH Arq ( U a , a r a , a A. On the other hand, by G2; 3.6 wem 2 1 2 1 2
Ž Ž . Ž . . Ž 0 Ž .. Ž 1 Ž ..have l U a q U a rq s l H A q 2 l H A . Thus, we get1 2 2 m mA A A
the required equivalence.
Ž . Ž . 2 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 « 1 . Suppose H A s 0 . Then I s U a q U a q U a , som 1 2 3
Ž .the Buchsbaumness in G I follows from the previous example.M
ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .1 « 2 . By Proposition 4.1, we have I s Ý a , a , a , in particular,1 2 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . w x ŽU a , a : U a , a q U a . By G2; Claim in p. 521 make use of it in2 3 1 2 3
. Ž . Ž . Ž .Ara A , it holds that U a , a l U a , a : a A q U a . Hence2 1 2 2 3 3 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .U a , a s U a , a l U a , a q U a s U a q U a . This im-2 3 1 2 2 3 3 2 3
2 Ž . Ž .plies H A s 0 by the above argument.m
Ž . Ž .1 « 3 . Apply Corollary 1.2 and Proposition 4.1.
Ž .EXAMPLE 4.7. Let B, n be a d-dimensional Cohen]Macaulay local
Žring and E a d-dimensional Buchsbaum B-module. Let A s B = E the
. Ž .idealization and put m s n [ E. Then A, m is a Buchsbaum ring of
Ž w Ž .x.dimension d cf. Y; 2.4 . Let a , a , . . . , a be a system of parameters1 2 d
ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .for B hence for A, too and I s Ý a , . . . , a an ideal in A. Then G I1 d M
is a Buchsbaum ring.
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Ž . d Ž .Proof. Let a s a , . . . , a , . . . , a B. Then I s Ý U a A . SinceÏi 1 i d is1 i
Ž . Ž .a A s a [ a E, we can readily check that U a A s a [ U a E . Takei i i i i i
Ž . Ž . w Ž . Ž .xx , y g U a A resp. x , y g U a A , where x g a and y gi i i j j j i i i
Ž . w Ž Ž .xU a E resp. x g a and y g U a E for any 1 F i, j F d. Theni j j j j
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x , y x , y s x x , x y q x y s x x , y q x 0, y . This implies thati i j j i j i j j i i j j j i
Ž . Ž . 2U a A U a A : q I. Thus we have I s q I. The Buchsbaumness ofi j
Ž .G I follows from Corollary 1.2.M
Finally we give an example in the case of positive characteristic.
EXAMPLE 4.8. Let A be a homomorphic image of an excellent regular
local ring containing a field of positive characteristic. Suppose that A is an
integral closed domain with d G 3 and that Arm is an algebraic closed
Ž .field. Let q s a , a , . . . , a A be a parameter ideal such that each a is a1 2 d i
Ž w x. Ž .test element cf. HH . We put I s q* the tight closure of I . Then by
2 Äw Ž .x w Ž .x Ž .AHS; 3.1 the equality I s q I holds, further, by KY; 3.5 Ý q is
Ž .contained in I. Therefore, if A is a Buchsbaum ring, then so is G I byM
Corollary 1.2.
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